This paper is concerned with the use of spreadsheets within mathematical investigational tasks. Considering the learning of both children and pre-service teaching students, it examines how mathematical phenomena can be seen as a function of the pedagogical media through which they are encountered. In particular, it shows how pedagogical apparatus influence patterns of social interaction, and how this interaction shapes the mathematical ideas that are engaged with. Notions of conjecture, along with the particular faculty of the spreadsheet setting, are considered with regard to the facilitation of mathematical thinking. Employing an interpretive perspective, a key focus is on how alternative pedagogical media and associated discursive networks influence the way that students form and test informal conjectures. The study to be described was part of an ongoing research programme exploring how spreadsheets might function as pedagogical media, as compared with pencil and paper methods. As a tool for investigation, we asked, how might the study inform our understanding of the ways spreadsheets filter the learning experience? In particular, we asked how might spreadsheets influence learner's perceptions and understandings of mathematical phenomena? One aspect of this programme, to be pursued here, was to identify the ways in which participants approached mathematical investigations. We explored how they negotiated the requirements of the tasks, and how they produced their conjectures and generalisations.
The study to be described was part of an ongoing research programme exploring how spreadsheets might function as pedagogical media, as compared with pencil and paper methods. As a tool for investigation, we asked, how might the study inform our understanding of the ways spreadsheets filter the learning experience? In particular, we asked how might spreadsheets influence learner's perceptions and understandings of mathematical phenomena? One aspect of this programme, to be pursued here, was to identify the ways in which participants approached mathematical investigations. We explored how they negotiated the requirements of the tasks, and how they produced their conjectures and generalisations.
We commence by outlining the three core themes and some literature upon which these themes are premised. First, we introduce a hermeneutic theoretical perspective in which the process of understanding mathematical phenomena is seen as oscillating between individual encounter and social discourse. Understanding here is considered to be a function of the learner's interpretation and reflection, where such engagement gets fixed as conceptual phenomena. These concepts, however, evolve through further cycles of encounter as understanding develops. This understanding is thus manifest in what students say, and what they do. It is our contention that through an examination of participants' social interaction and output, we will gain insight into the ways students internalise mathematical understandings.
Second, we review literature that underpins our concern with the particular qualities that spreadsheets bring to investigative mathematical processes. This enables us to differentiate patterns in the dialogue and output better, and, as a consequence, pinpoint the influence of spreadsheets on the learner's investigative trajectories. The assumption here is that spreadsheets filter engagement with the mathematical task in particular ways. Spreadsheets may distinguish the style of mathematical activity that results, from the more familiar paper and pencil methods. We explore this possibility with particular regard to how informal conjectures are formulated.
Third, we directly consider the notion of informal conjecture, the conditions that evoke their formation, and how varying the pedagogical media might fashion the social framework in which such positions or generalisations evolve. The data are then assembled about two separate, but related, stories. We used the first to illustrate differences in how investigations are engaged, when encountered through different pedagogical media. The second enabled us to illustrate how this different engagement influences the pathway through an investigation.
The first story compares the pedagogical media of the spreadsheet with pencil and paper approaches. It identifies the unique approach to investigation and generalisation that the spreadsheet lens evokes. Here participants identified several aspects that facilitated the emergence of informal theories or conjectures. These included: framing the investigation in a visual, structured manner; a tendency for more immediacy in response to generalising; and a greater interactive dialogue around such activity.
The second story builds on these characteristics. It also highlights the particular exploratory trajectory that learners tend to gravitate towards, as they negotiate and develop familiarity with mathematical investigations. We reveal how students revised their investigative pathway as the output confirmed or refuted their initial sense making of the situation and how they modified their investigative sub-goals. We show how spreadsheet activity influenced this pathway in particular ways, and how this supports our conjecture that mathematical understanding is a function of the pedagogical media through which it is encountered.
Hermeneutic Understanding
The emergence of social constructivist learning theory in mathematics education research over the last decade or so has, it might be argued, resulted in greater emphasis on inquiry methods, including investigation and problem solving, and a greater promotion of interaction between students. Teachers have increasingly encouraged students to link the content and the processes of mathematical learning. This has placed more emphasis on working in groups, verbalising interpretations of mathematical situations, and negotiating the understandings that emerge. In the New Zealand context, for example, successive evaluative reports of the New Zealand numeracy project (Higgins, 2001 (Higgins, , 2003 Thomas & Ward, 2001 ) have reported that teachers place a greater emphasis on students' explanation of their mathematical thinking. The expectation that students justify their answers was also reported. This sort of approach has activated interplay between the task of the individual learner, and the way in which that is understood as an engagement within a more social frame. Cobb (1994) , for example, has highlighted the pedagogical tension between the perspectives of
